A certain type of partial orderings of positive measures has recently attracted attention in connection with Choquet's theorem. It had been known in special cases for a long time that these orderings have the property: If a measure Y is "more diffuse" than a sum of measures x pi, then Y can be written as a sum Y = xvi such that each summa nd vi is more diffuse than the corresponding pi .
I. INTRODUCTION In [5] V. Strassen has proved and demonstrated the wide applicability of THEOREM 1 .l. Let X be a separable Banach space and (Q, 23, t.~) a probability space. Let w -h, be a map from IR into the set of continuous support functions (i.e., sublinear real functions on X) such that for every XEXW -h,(x) is b-measurable and s II h,I/4&) -=c 00 with IlkoIl = sup{1 WI : llxll < 11.
The integral h(x) = j-h&) & is then a continuous support function.
For every element x* in the dual X* of X x*(x) < h(x) for all x E X is equivalent with the condition: There exists a map w -x,* such that for every x E X
(1) x,*(x) is measurable (2) x,*(x) < h,(x) (3) x*(x) = J-xc,,*(x) d&).
As an application, Strassen got the celebrated THEOREM 1.2 (Hardy-Littlewood-Polya-Blackwell-ShermanStein-Cartier-Fell-Meyer).
Let H be the set of all finite Bore1 measures on a metrizable compact and convex subset Q of a locally convex space. For a pair k, 1 E H the following conditions are equivalent (a) J y dk < S y dl for all continuous convex y on Q. (b) There exists a mapping w -1, from Q into H such that (1) J x dl, is measurable for every continuous x for f positively homogeneous convex and s < t.
We shall study the following nonmeasure theoretic versions of similar problems in a systematic approach: (A) Let HA be the semigroup (by pointwise addition) of support functions on a vector space X. For k, 1 E HA we write k < 1 if k(x) < Z(X) for all x E X. Assume k, Z6 E HA such that k < Z1 + -*-+ 1, . Find k, ,..., k, with xki = k and k, < Zi for all i.
(B) Let H, be the semigroup of discrete finite Bore1 measures of R". For k, 1 E H, we write k < 1 if Jx dk < J x dl holds for every convex function x on Sz. Assume k, ,I E HB such that k, + -a-+ k, < 1. Find 1 i ,..., 1, with Cl{ = 1 and ki < lS for all i.
We write k < 1 if f x dk < Jx dl holds for all positive convex functions. Assume xki < 1. Find 1, , Zi ,.,., 1, such that 1" + 4 + **. + 1, = 1 and ki < li for i = 1, 2 ,..., n.
II. ORDERED SEMIGROUPS
The following notations will be used in the paper:
A semigroup (H, +) is a commutative semigroup with neutral element 0. The cancellation rule is said to be valid in (H, +) if, for every 1 E H, h + 1 = k + 2 implies h = k. 0 is said to be extremal in (H, +) if h + k = 0 implies h = 0 = k. If h, k E H, then h is called a summand of k iff there exists an 1 E H with h + 1 = k. A subsemigroup of (H, +) is always assumed to contain the neutral element of H. If Ki and K, are subsets of (H, +) then K, + K, = {k, + k, with ki E I&}.
An ordered set (H, <) is a set H with a reflexive and transitive ordering <, i.e., h < h for h E H, h < k, k < I implies h < I. The ordering is called asymmetric if h < k < h implies h = k. If h < k holds, then we say that k is to the right of h and h is to the left of k for <. If << and < are two orderings on H such that h < k implies h < k, then < is called stricter than < and < is called weaker than <.
(H, + , <) is called an ordered semigroup if (H, +) is a semigroup and < is an ordering on H such that for every 1 E H h < k implies h + 1 < k + 1. In this case < is called an ordering on (H, +). An ordering < on (H, +) is called regular if for every E E H h + I < k + 1 implies h < k. The proofs of the following lemmas are obvious.
LEMMA 2.1. Let (H, +) be a semigroup (a) The intersection of an arbitrary collection of full subsemigroups is a full subsemigroup.
Denote for an arbitrary subset K of (H, +) by F(K) the smallest full subsemigroup which contains K and call F(K) the semigroup generated by K; then, (b) If K is a subsemigroup of (H, +), then F(K) = {k : k E H and mk E Kfor some natural m).
, K, , and K are subsemigroups with K I K1 + K, , then F(K) 2 F(K,) + FUG).
LEMMA 2.2. Let K be a semigroup of (H, +).
(a) Ewery face of F(K) is a full subsemigroup of (H, +). (b) If L is a face of a face of F(K), then L is also a face of F(K). (c) The intersection of an arbitrary collection of faces of F(K) is a face of F(K).
We denote, for an arbitrary subset L of F(K), by FAL), the smallest face
, and L are subsemigroups with
LEMMA 2.3. Let H be a set.
(a) The system of all orderings on H is a complete lattice with respect to the stricter-relation. Its strictest element is the equality on H.
If {<i : i E I} is a collection of orderings on H, then (b) the weakest ordering among those which arestricter than every < i is given by h<k tr h --c k fwalliEI. t (c) The strictest ordering among those which are weaker than every <i , is given by h <kzrthereexisti,,i, ,..., i,~Iandh, ,.., ~,-,EH with h < h, < h, < ... < h,-, < k. il i2 i"
Let (H, +) be a semigroup. Then (d) The system of all orderings on (H, +) is a complete sublattice of the system of all orderings on H.
(e) If the cancellation rule is valid in (H, +), then the system of all regular orderings is again a complete lattice. (b) Let (H, +) be imbedded in the group (E, +). An ordering < on (H, +) can be extended to an ordering on (I?, +) zjt < is regular. LEMMA 2.6. Let (H, +) be a semigroup.
(a) The "intrinsic ordering on (H, +)" dejned by h < k zjf there exists an 1 E H with h + 1 = k, is the strictest ordering on (H, +) with O<hforallh~H.
(b) The intrinsic ordering is regular if the cancellation rule is valid in (H, +). It is also asymmetric if 0 is extremal in (II, +).
(c) If the intrinsic ordering is asymmetric, then 0 is extremal in (H, +). If it is also regular, then the cancellation rule is valid. DEFINITION 2.3. Let (H, +) b e a semigroup, for which 0 is extremal and in which the cancellation rule is valid. The decomposition 580/5/3-S lemma is said to be valid in (H, +) if for every system k, ,..., h, , k i ,..., k, with C h, = C kj there exist l~j E H such that 7 4j = hi for every i, T lij = kj for every j.
PROPOSITION 2.1. The decomposition lemma is valid in the semigroup (H, +) afl the intrinsic ordering < has the properties (1) < is regular and asymmetric.
(2) Whenever k < I, + 1, with k, l1 , 1% E H, then there exist k, , k, E H with k, < li and k = k, + k, .
Proof. (a) By Lemma 2.6, the property (1) of the intrinsic ordering is equivalent with the fact that the cancellation rule is valid in (H, +) and 0 is extremal.
(b) Assume that the decomposition lemma is valid and k < Z1 + 2, . Then I1 + l2 = h + k for some h E H and there exist h, , h, , k, , k, with k, + k, = k, h, + h, = h, k, + h, = Zr , k, + h, = Z, . Therefore there exist ki < I$ with k, $ k, = k.
(c) The decomposition lemma stated as above for h, ,..., h, , k r ,..., k, is easily derived by induction from the special case m = 2 = n. Assume that the intrinsic ordering has the properties (1) and (2) and h, + h, = k, + k, . Since h, < k, + k, there exist Z1r and Ii, with lij < kj and lil + l,, = h, . lS1 = k, -111 , I,, = k, -II, are uniquely determined elements of H since the cancellation rule is valid. We have lgi < k3 and I,, + ls2 + h, = x:i,j Iij = k, + k, = h, + h, ; hence Zar + I,, = h, and the Z~j fulfill all requirements. (d) According to Proposition 2.1 we have to show that, for h, k, Z with I < h + k, there exist 1, < h, I2 < h with Ii + I, = 1. Zi = inf{Z, h} < Z, Za = 1 -Zi satisfies these requirements since by (c)
and by the regularity of < I, < inf{k, Z}.
Remark. In the semigroup of all nonnegative differentiable functions on a differentiable manifold the decomposition lemma holds while infima fail in general to exist. If h, + h, = k, + k, = I, then the functions Zii = Z-r * hi * k, have the desired properties if the quotient is defined to be zero in the zeros of 1.
III. MONOTONE AND SUBADDITIVE FUNCTIONS
A function on a set H is here assumed to have values in the extended real line [-co, + co], a positive function takes values in [0, + co]. If X and p are functions on H with h(h) < p(h) for all h E H, then we say that h is below ZL and that p is above r\; we write then X < p. If p is such that p(h) < A(h) + p(h) for all h E H for which the sum X(h) + p(h) is meaningful, we write p 2 A + p or equivalently X+p),p.IfpsA+pspwewritepzh+p.
A function p on an ordered set (H, <) is called monotone (for <) if h < k implies p(h) < p(k). Clearly a f unction which is monotone for < is monotone for every stricter ordering on H.
A function p on a semigroup (H, +) is called weakly subadditive if PCZ 4) 9 C p(h) w h enever the sum is meaningful. (a) p'+) is monotone since for h < K the set of elements to the left of h is contained in the set of elements to the left of k. p(+) is monotone for a similar reason. If ~1 is monotone and above p, then for k -C h we have p(k) < p(k) < p(h); hence
If p is monotone and below p, then for h < 12, p(h) < p(K) < p(K); hence p(h) < inf{p(k): h < k E H} = p(+)(h).
(b) p' is clearly below p. p(h) = + 00 holds iff h = C hi implies that p(hJ = + co for some i; in these points h, p' is therefore weakly subadditive. If f(htj) < + CO for all i, j, (I) Let A, p, and p befunctions on the set H such that p < X + p and 
(Ib) If j?(h) = -00 nothing is to be proved. Hence we can assume that p"(h) = sup{C p(hi) : C hi = h and p(ha) > --co for all i). Hence
The statements (IIa) and (IIb) can be proved in a similar way. They can, however, also be reduced to (Ia), respectively (Ib). In fact -@ = (-i) on (H, +). -p(+) is monotone with respect to the ordering reverse to < and -p(+) is in fact the largest such function below --p. Proof of (a). It suffices to show that p(+) is weakly superadditive in h, since every k with k -=c h meets the requirement imposed on h. We have to show that p(+)(C hi) > 2 p(+)(hJ whenever C hS = h and C p(+)(hJ are meaningful.
If for some i, p(+)(hJ = -co, then C p(+)(hJ is meaningless or equal -co. Hence we can assume that for every i there exists a k, with k, < hi and p(kt) > -CO. We have The proof of (b) is dual. DEFINITION 3.3. Let (H, +, <) be an ordered semigroup. The decomposition problem, "1 < x: kg", is the problem to find I1 ,..., I, such that 4 < k, and Cc li = 1. "I < CT kc" is called a decomposition problem to the left. "x ki < I" denotes the decomposition problem to the right: To find l$ with k, < Zi and 2 li = 1.
For later reference we formulate a necessary condition for the solvability of a more general decomposition problem: -p is subadditive in 1 iff p is superadditive in I, therefore
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let (H, f, <) be an ordered semigroup and k, , k, ,..a, k, E H. If p is subadditive and such that p(+) is also subadditive, then 1 < C ki implies
If p is subadditive and monotone, then I < C ki implies p(Z) < x p'f'(ki). An ordering on a cone is always assumed to be compatible with the scalar multiplication, i.e., h < K iff cwh < ark for some 01 > 0. Functions on a cone will, unless the contrary is explicitly stated, be positively homogeneous, i.e.,
IV. EXAMPLES: CONIC

PW = ar -P(h)
for a! > 0 real, h E H. Every such f defines a linear functional on (H, +). If g is a function on B which is bounded below by an affine function u, then Sg dh is well defined for every h E H; It may, however, be + cc for some h and therefore not define an additive function on H. In particular Jf dh is well defined for every convex function f and is finite for convex functions which are the (pointwise on B) maximum of finitely many affine functions. For k,Z E H we call k more concentrated than 1 if jf dk < Jf dl for all nonnegative convex functions f on B, and we write k < 1.
The decomposition problems in the ordered cone (H, +, <) will, in Chapter VI, be solved in the following sense. All decomposition problems to the right "C ki < I" have a solution; in other words, every decomposition k = C ki is hereditary to the right. The necessary conditions for the solvability of a decomposition problem to the left "1 < x ki" are not a consequence of the order relation 1 < C k, . It will, however, be shown that "I < ki" is solvable, if for a sufficiently large class of functions p on (H, +) which are additive in I the necessary inequalities hold: p(Z) < 1 p(+)(kJ. If k and E are probability measures with k < I and u is affine, then for every constant 6 the functions (u + A)+ and (--u + A)+ are nonnegative and convex. Since max(u, -6) = -S + (u + 6)+ and J (-8) dk = -S = J (--6) dl we have
Since k and I have a barycenter, these integrals tend to the integrals of u, respectively -u, for 6 + + co. Hence Remark. This result can be generalized with the help of the theorem announced above which asserts that every decomposition problem to the right is solvable in (H, +, <). One gets, with Proposition E. 1.2 and a solution of "C a&] < I" for k = 2 LU~[Z+] < Z, a summand I' of I such that k < I' and the total masses of k and I' are equal. Clearly r(k) = OL * b if 01 is the total mass of k and b E B is the barycenter of k. a: = J u,, dk. Th e null measure is the only element of H with resultant 8.
(b) If h is a summand of Z E H, i.e., Z = h + h' for some h' E H, then we shortly write h < 1. Clearly h < Z implies h < Z, < is a stricter ordering than <. The statement to be proved can be refor- Clearly h < k is equivalent with the pair of conditions, h < k and the total masses are equal (Proposition E. 1.2). If b is the barycenter of the probability measure k, then for every h < k we have [b] < h < k.
(b) If f is convex function of B, then p(h) = J (-f) dh is weakly superadditive and antitone on (H, +, <). By the remark above therefore on (H, <)
if b is the barycenter of the probability measure.
(c) Since, by assumption, 1 and x 01~ -ki are probability measures, the problems "I < C ai . ki" and "I < c oliki" are equivalent.
A necessary condition for the solvability of "I < C aiki" is according to Proposition 3.4, that for every weakly sublinear p ~(0 < 1 q'+'(kJ.
In particular, for p(h) = J (-f) dh we get s t-f) dl < C ai(--f(bi))*
In the ordered cone of measures just considered, measure theoretical or topological complications did not arise so far. In the description of closely related situations topology or measure theory tends to obscure the purely geometrical features. It seems that this is so only by tradition and that the facts which do not refer to the geometry of ordered semigroups can very well be separated. Here are two such similar situations: E.2. Let ,A be a cone in a locally convex vectorspace which has a compact base B. Let F be the vector space of all positively homogeneous functions on A which are continuous on B, let V be the cone of all (finite valued) sublinear functions on A and W the cone of all those continuous linear functions on A which are nonnegative on A. for all er E V.
Remark. The theorem of Blackwell-Sherman-Stein-Cartier cited above is a measure theoretical version of the assertion that every decomposition problem to the right in (H, +, <) is solvable.
The basic topological facts in this situation are: In this chapter we shall extend additive monotone functions from a subsemigroup Y of (X, +, <) to larger subsemigroups U C X. As an additional property we want the functions to be below a given subadditive function p. The weaker the ordering < on (X, +) is, the more inequalities f(y) <cf(y') + p(u) have to be verified. It will be shown that the obstacle for extension is the fact that Y does not penetrate the subsemigroup {p < co}. The principal ideas of this chapter are due to G. Aumann [l] .
We shall use the notations F(2) and Fr( Y) defined in II: F(Z) is the smallest full subsemigroup of (X, +) which contains 2. F,(Y) is the smallest face of F(Z) which contains Y n 2. (1) z* = zp,, (2) z = F(Z) = Z@) . Y < x + z and y' < x' + z' implies (y + y') < (z + x') + (z + a') and by the definition x" E Yz * iff some natural multiple x "can overtake Y with the help of z", i.e., y<x+z. Since mxl + n E Z we have zi E Y,". Z n Yz* is therefore a face of Z. It clearly contains Y n 2.
(b) Assume x E 2 and y < x + z for certain y E Y and z E Z. This showsx+xEY ' = Y with x, z E Z. Hence x is in every face of Z which contains Y n Z.
Of particular importance for the applications is the case when the cancellation rule is valid in (X, +, <) (compare Lemma 2.5). PROPOSITION 5.3. Let (X, f, <) be imbedded in the ordered group E and let P be the semigroup of all positive elements in E). Then Y,*rXn(Y+P-Z).
Proof. x <x' holds iff x' -x E P. For x E X the following conditions are equivalent (1) y<mx+zwithyEY,xEZ, (2) mxfx-y= wEPwithyEY,zEZ, (3) mx = y + w -z with y E Y, z E Z, w E P. (1) U depends monotonically on Y and Z, it increases if the ordering < is weakened. U( Y, <, Z) > Y n Z. Proof. (2) implies (1):
To show that (1) implies (2), consider the collection 5 of all pairs (IV, g) where W is a semigroup with Y C WC U and g is an additive monotone function on W which extends f in such a way that g(w) G A4 + P( 1 u w h enever w, w' E W, u E U satisfy w < w' + 24.
The system 5 is inductive for the ordering defined by (W, , g,) < (W, , gJ iff W, C W, and g, extends g, . Let ( W*, g*) be a maximal element in 5 (from Zorn's lemma). The theorem will be established, if we show W* = U, which follows from the next lemma. which is a finite constant depending only on v.
To make sure that S is not -oo we have to find a z E 2 such that for certain w, w' E Wand some natural m w<w'+mv+z.
Condition (a) on w yields such elements.
(c) g(v) = 6 satisfies the inequalities for g. For c > 0 there exist ~5, 6' E W, u" E U, and #z natural with The lemma is now applied to complete the proof of the theorem. The inequalities holding for g show that g is well-defined on a subsemigroup W containing W. g is monotone and additive on W, therefore (W g) < (mpg).
If ( W*, g*) is maximal in 3 and v E U, then for some natural number m conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied for mv, because (C) The ordering in (X, +, <) is the equality (i.e., the strictest possible ordering; it makes every function monotone).
(The ordinary Hahn-Banach theorem of course requires all three of these assumptions). E.5.1.
G. Aumann was the first to prove an extension theorem which required only (A). Another result of his paper shows, moreover, that his approach yields more general results of the type proved here. with K = {p(+)(x) < a} = {x : for some z > x holds p(z) < co} 23 y < u E U impZiesf(y) < p(u) for every y E Y.
The following special case has been considered by H. Bauer:
PROPOSITION.
Let Y be linear subspace of the ordered vector space (X, +, <) with positve cone P = {x : x > 0). Let p be sublinear and jinite valued on X and f additive on Y.
A necessary and suficient condition for a monotone linear extension j off on X to exist is that f(Y) > -1 whenever YEP-{p < l}.
Remark. This last condition is indeed equivalent with the condition Y 3 y < x E X implies f(y) < p(x). 
VI. EXISTENCE OF DECOMPOSITIONS
For many important ordered semigroups (H, +, <) (< not necessarily regular), one can associate monotone additive functions 1 on a regularly ordered semigroup (X, + , <) with certain (sometimes with all) elements ZE H. The extension theorem 5.5 provides, then, a tool to solve decomposition problems in (H, +, <).
It is convenient to study more general decomposition problems than those of the form "1 < C Ai', namely: Let L, ,..., L, be subsets of H with (H, +) a semigroup. Characterize those I E H which can be written in the form with Ii E Lt for all i. (1) With every x E X there is associated a real-valued function on H which is weakly additive on H; its value in h is denoted by x(h) = h(x).
(2) The ordering <( is so strict that for every Z$ E L4 the function x e f&z) is monotone on (X, 7).
(3) The addition in X is such that for every h E U,L, the function x -k(x) is subadditive on (X, -+-).
The following proposition shows how the existence of a decomposition of 1 (for a certain type of I), is reflected by properties of functions h associated by an admissible (X, +, {<&. Proof.
(1) Uses the fact that for every x the function x -e(x) < CQ is additive in 1. The converse is now proved by the extension theorem proved above.
(1 Proof.
(1) Consider the ordered semigroup (H, f, <) of all sublinear functions on X with pointwise addition and ordering. (Since sublinear functions may assume the value +oo, the cancellation rule is not valid in (H, +, ,O; neither is the pointwise ordering, <, regular in (H, +)). In the terminology of Chapter III "I < C ki" is the decomposition problem to the left, to find I1 ,..., I, on X with Z$ < k, and C li = 1 on X. The Proposition E.6.1 asserts that "1 < C kg" is solvable if the cones {k, < co} and {C k, < co} are as big as assumed above.
(2) Consider the subsets of H Lt = {h : h < ki}.
We show that (X, f, '(<$}) is admissible for (H, +, {L,}) if <$ is the equality in X for all i, and + is the vector space addition in X: In fact, for every x E X the evaluation function
is a real valued function on (H, +), which is additive in every h E H with h(x) < 00. (4) If 1 is linear on X with I < x kg , then for y, y', xi E X such that y = y' + xi , we have ki(Xi) = kb -Y') and c k,(x,) = c ki(y -y') > I( y -y').
The condition (a) is therefore satisfied.
Hence there exist additive functions on n Xi = X, & Q ki with I = x a, . These fi are the wanted elements of H. E.6.2. PROPOSITION, Let X be a cone in a vector space and let k, ,..., k, be positive sublinear functions on X. Assume that JOY every i the cone Zi = (x : ki(y) < 00 f OY some y E x + X} penetrates X (i.e., Zi is not contained in a proper face of X).
For an additive function 1 on X the following condition (*) is necessary and suficient for the existence of positive linear function lI , I, ,..., 1, with 0 < li < ki and I: li = 1 OTZ X.
(*) For every pair x, xr E X and for every n-tuple of pairs yi , xi E X with x + yi = x' + x$fo~ i = 1, 2,..., n hoZds Z(x) < Z(x') + x ki(xi).
Proof. (1) Consider again the ordered semigroup (H, +, <) of all sublinear functions on X. Define the subsets Li of H Li = {h : h < ki and k(x) < k(x + y) for all x, y E X}, and the orderings <t , i = 1, 2 ,..., n all equal to the intrinsic ordering < in (X +). [< is regular since the cancellation rule is valid in (X, +)]. As in E.6.1 one shows that (X, +, (T}) is admissible for (H, f, (&}).
Theorem 6.2 is therefore applicable and yields (2) SUp{~ : li E Li) = ki(+) EL, with ki(+)(x) = inf{k,(x + y) : y E X) since ki(+) is monotone, nonnegative, and therefore by Lemma 3.2, subadditive. We calculate for i = 1, 2,..., n u (I C hi(+) < 00 1, <, Pi -=c 4) = u (0 Zi 3 <, 4) 1 uW~*, <, Zi> = U(X, <, ZJ = z& .
The monotonicity of k,c+, implies Zi = 2: and Proposition 5.2 yields, together with the finiteness assumption above, To finish the proof, we have to show that this condition on 1 is equivalent with the condition (*). Clearly it is stronger than (*):
x < x' + xi holds iff there exists JJ~ E X with x + yi = x' + x, and k it+) G ks .
On the other hand (*) implies our condition above: If for x, x' each of the elements x1 ,..., x, has the property x <x' + xi, then x < x' + (xi + xi) for every z$ E X. By (*) we have for every choice of zr ,..., x, and therefore, I(X) < [(x') + C h+)(4-For the next examples, E.6.3 and E.6.4, it is not quite so obvious how to find a suitable semigroup (X, +) with regular orderings <I ,...) -cn . We follow the Procedure. 1, k, ,..., ka E (H, f, <) are given with E < 2 k, .
(1) Choose subsets L, C H with the property that Li contains the candidates for l$ in the desired decomposition It may be useful (for the computation of p$) to include in Li also elements which are not summands of 1.
(2) Choose a set X of real valued functions on (H, +) which are additive in the given 1. One may pass from H to a subsemigroup which contains Ut L6 .
(3) Find a commutative addition in X which makes R subadditive on (X, +) for all h E UC Li and makes moreover l additive. Hereby f; is the function on X defined by R(x) = x(h). (1) X should be at least so large that 1 E H can be identified from the associated function ion X.
Moreover, the subsemigroups X1 ,..., X, should turn out so large that the restrictions of ii to X, determine li E Li uniquely.
(2) To get large subsemigroups Xi the set Li should be chosen rather small and the orderings <i rather weak. Namely, if Li is replaced by Li' with Li' C Li , then p; = sup{L : h EL;} < sup{h : h EL,) = pi , therefore {p,' < co} > (pi -c co> and Xi' 3_ Xi . Moreover, a weaker ordering -+' can be introduced in (X, +) if it is only required that k is monotone for h E Li'. In fact every set L defines a weakest ordering with the property that for all h EL the functions h are monotone.
(3) If <( is weakened and Li decreased, then the set of necessary inequalities (a) for the existence of the fi is enlarged.
In many important applications H is already given as a semigroup of finite valued functions on some set B (with pointwise ordering and addition). The following construction of an admissible (X, f, { -+}) may then be useful for an attack on decomposition problems. Clearly every additive function on X is derived from a unique function on B in that way. Remark. Another way to define E is the following: There exists a weakest ordering among all orderings < on X with the property that I is monotone on (X, <) for all I EL. This ordering, denoted by <L is regular on (X, +) and "5Y iff I(y -x) > 0 for all ZEL.
For a real-valued function f on B feL iff J is monotone on (X, +, 2).
We have the trivial (2) Let X be the vector space of all signed measures x = C ori [bj] with "j real, bj E B. The x act as linear functions on -H by integration over B
x(-h) = -1 qh(bJ = -p(h) for h positive and convex.
(p denotes, as in the assertion E.6.3, the integral with respect to x restricted to the cone H of positive convex functions ordered by the pointwise ordering.) (3) The addition in X is the obvious one, the ordering < was introduced in E.3.1. X(Y iff Ihdx Q /hdy for every positive convex h.
< and also the reverse ordering > are clearly regular on (X, +). For every h E H the integral of h is a monotone function on (X, +, <) and every additive monotone function on (X, +, <) is the integral of a certain convex positive function h [by the examples (1) and (3) for the hull operation L -+ E). If we put <i equal > on X for all i, then (X, +, {cc)) is admissible for (-H, +, {L,}). I n ac every element in Li defines a monotone f t linear function on (X, +, >). Proof. The proposition asserts the solvability of every decomposition problem "1 > C kr" in (H, +, >), where H is the cone of all positive discrete measures with the familiar ordering >.
(1) Choose Li to be set (4 : Z$ E H and Z$ > kd} (2) Choose X to be the cone of all finite valued functions on B. x E X operates as a linear function on (H, +) by x(k) = 1 x dk = l;(x).
(3) X is an ordered semigroup by pointwise (on B) addition and ordering. Since the elements of H are positive measures, h is a monotone function on (X, <) for every A E H. All d are moreover additive on (X, +). Hence (X, +, <) is admissible for (H, +, {LJ). xi 2 U({x < O}, =P ix G 01) = x for all i.
